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OUR GOLDEN RULE
Forest of Radgost is a co-operative storytelling game.
Though the rules here and on cards have been written to
explain everything that happens in the game, there will
likely be a few times where you question how one rule
will interact with another. In those instances, it is best
to come to an agreement as a group based on what best
makes sense according to the story, rather than spend
too much time digging through the rulebook and various
internet forums.
The focus of the game should be sharing a story, not
winning or losing.
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GAME COMPONENTS
Game Board
21 tokens: 20 mythical creature tokens and 1 god Radgost token
Creature figures: 20 mythical creatures and 1 god Radgost
The Book of Encounters
8 Character figures
7 Character card packs
Time Counter
Matrix of Creature Reactions & Symbol glossary
Overlay cards
5 Dice: Direction, 6-sided, 10-sided, 12-sided, 20-sided
Group Abilities Table
9 Decks of cards (do not open the black deck just yet)

Introduction

The children are missing.
The boy and girl were playing hide and seek, and they innocently hid in a small boat moored
on the riverbank. They fell asleep there, and the frayed strands of rope holding the boat against
the current parted. The boat raced downstream toward angry stone fingers. Only luck saved
the children from being plunged into the icy depths when the boat crashed into the jutting
rocks. The shattered hull miraculously ran aground on the shore, where the terrified children
found themselves lost on the far side of the river, deep inside a dark forest of centuries-old oaks.
Humans are not meant to enter this forest — this is what the village elders told them. It is
home to mythical creatures, twenty in number and wild by nature. Although Radgost — the
Slavic god of hospitality — protects both the village and the forest from outside forces, he does
not always protect them from each other.
When the children did not return, the village Žrec — a sorcerer — gathered a search party.
The party will undoubtedly face dangerous encounters with the mythical creatures of the
forest, and maybe even confront Radgost himself. Each encounter will set off a sequence of
fantastical events that will, in one way or another, influence the course of the search as well as
the capabilities and experiences of the party. Those that successfully return to the village will
never be the same again.

Overview
You are a member of the village, either part of the search party or the children themselves.
Your goal is to work together with your other party members to escape the forest and return
to your village. Optionally, you will also have your own personal objective to complete.
Forest of Radgost can be played by one to seven players. The game allows other players to
join in the middle of play without consequence. Forest of Radgost is a narrative storytelling
game where the journey is more important than the destination.

Number of players:
1–7

Game duration:
45 – 90 minutes
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Age: 14+

Setup
Forest setup
1. Place the Forest of Radgost board in the center of the table. The Forest is made up of
paths covered in circles known as fields. The included Appendix III describes the various
thematic details of specific fields and magical places on the board.
2. Arrange the creature figures next to the board. See Appendix II for an overview of all
creatures with their names and numbers in the Book of Encounters.
3. Place the Time Counter next to the board.
4. Collect the creature tokens numbered 1 to 21. Set aside tokens numbered 9, 11, 12 and 21.
The remaining tokens should be shuffled face down and placed on mainland crossroads ( 4a )
spaces on the board. The spaces you choose won’t matter. The set aside tokens require
special setup.
- 9, 12: Place each of these face up on a water crossroad ( 4b ).
- 11: Place face up on a crossroad near the watermill ( 4c ).
- 21: Place the yellow sun on the Time Counter ( 4d ).
- First Game: Tokens 1, 3, 4, 7, and 10 should be placed in the yellow outlined crossroads
shown on the map.
5. Set aside the Book of Encounters, Group Abilities Table, and Matrix of Creature Reactions.
6. Shuffle the orange, yellow, and white decks separately and set them aside.
7. Set aside the black, blue, brown, green, pink, and red decks. These do not need to be
shuffled. Keep them face down.
8. Create a shared pile of ability slider clips, and another shared pile of dice, and set aside
overlay cards.

Character setup
9. One player must take on the role of the children. All other players must choose a member of the search party. Then, give each player a lost bag token and two character folders
matching their character: one represents their character’s abilities, the other is their bag.
Note: In a two or three player game, players are not assigned the children. The children will
not move during the game and will wait for the search party to find them.
Players may choose to play multiple characters. Simply follow the setup rules by
counting the number of characters instead of players. This option can also be used to
allow for solo play.

Forest of Radgost
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10. Place the figure of your chosen character in the village. Place the children figures on
the field indicated on the map 10a .You can take the time to read some of your character’s
backstory in the included Appendix I.
11. Before leaving, your party hastily grabbed a few items from the Žrec’s dark and chaotic
cupboard hoping they’d be helpful. Deal three cards from the yellow Žrec deck to each search
party character. Search party characters may trade these cards amongst themselves, but no
player can have more than three cards.
Note: The player playing as the children does not receive items from this deck.
12. You may return any cards you do not want to the Žrec (yellow) deck (including all of
them if you want). Place the Žrec cards that you decided to keep into the pockets of your
bag folder. One card per pocket. Afterward, return the Žrec (yellow) deck to the game box.
13. Give each search party character a personal mission card from the black deck.
Note: These cards are optional and are for advanced play. You should skip them for your first
few plays.
14. All players put an ability slider clip on the top right circle of their character abilities folder.
15. Determine the starting player. If the children are controlled by a player, the children
start. Otherwise, the youngest player chooses one of their characters to start.

5.

9.

3.
10.
4.

4d

8.

4a

4b
10a

4c

6.

4b

7.

2.

1.
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Your Character and Bag
Character Ability Folder
1. Name: The name of your character in both Latin and Glagolitic script.
2. Short description of the character with quote from their personal story. (see Appendix I).
3. Movement dice: Your character’s movement through the forest is based on the use of two
different dice. The numbers represent the speed of the character: the movement die. The two
circles represent how lost your character is in the forest: the direction die. Place one slider
clip over the uncrossed circle — this means your character will move using a direction die.
See Movement on page 12 for more information.
4. Basic actions: Your character has four basic actions — running, hiding, fight, and
communication.
5. Natural ability: Your character’s basic actions have a base ability level. In the example,
the Warrior’s running level is 9, hiding is 8, etc.
6. Ability changes: Your character’s natural ability may shift due to game effects, or you may be
locked out of doing an action all together. Use a slider clip to mark these changes. In the example,
the Warrior cannot use their fight action, but their communicate action is 9 due to a +1 bonus.
Note:
- Locking of actions applies until the end of your next encounter.
- Changes to ability level apply until that specific ability is used in some encounter. After you
use an action, its ability resets to its base level.
3.
1.
5.
7.

7.
1.
2.

7.

7.
6.
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7. Card pockets: Any new abilities or travelers that join you in the game can be placed in
these pockets. You are not limited in the amount you can have.

Bag Folder and Token
Capacity
There are seven places for cards from yellow, white, and red decks.
There is an unlimited number of places for cards from other decks.
You may exchange items with any characters you pass over or group with during your turn.

Losing a Bag
Should an encounter cause you to lose your bag, place your personal bag token on the Field
where you lost it. Close your bag folder and set it aside. You cannot use the cards in the
folder until you recover your bag. You cannot gain new cards with the bag symbol while
your bag remains lost.

Recovering a Bag
To recover a bag, you simply need to enter the field containing your personal bag token.
Then remove the token from the board. If any other player would enter that token’s field,
they may freely exchange any of their items with any of the items in your bag.

Rulebook
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Objective
The goal of the game is to find the children and bring them safely back to the village, also
all search team characters have to return to the village. Along the way, you’ll encounter the
mythical creatures of the forest. These encounters will play out in the Book of Encounters
based on the way you choose to interact with the creature.
The game is divided into days, each day having three phases: Morning, Evening, and Night.
Successful encounters advance the time as you meander through the forest. Should you bring
the children back before the end of the third evening, or before you’ve become trapped in
the forest, you and your team win the game only if all characters have returned to the village!

Player Turns
On your turn, you will roll your dice to move your character. Then you will either encounter
a mythical creature, or you may Explore the Forest. After this, your turn is over and the
player to your left will take their turn.
When you first leave the village, you may choose any path to take except the left-most path.

Movement
Begin your turn by rolling the direction die and your movement die (see the top of your
ability folder). Choose a starting direction and move your character a number of fields equal
to the movement die value you rolled. When your character lands on a crossroad, they will
change direction based on the value shown on the direction die:

··L – Your character takes the path on their left.
··R – Your character takes the path on their right.
··F – Free choice, you pick their direction.
If your character moves onto a creature token, end their movement on that field (see
Encountering a Mythical Creature).
Note: A character’s “left” and “right” is based on their facing as they move along their path.
Thus, if a character is moving towards you, the player, the “character’s left” is actually your right.

Forest of Radgost
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Exploring the Forest
You may Explore the Forest after your movement ends as long as the following
conditions are met:

··You did not encounter a mythical creature.
··You did not end your movement on the bridge.
··Your bag is not full.
Exploring the Forest is entirely optional. If you choose to do so, draw one card from the
white deck and read it aloud. If the card drawn is a plant or object type, you may choose
to keep it or shuffle it back into the deck. Cards in the white deck can be beneficial forest
items, or they may lead you into an interesting story from the red deck.
Example: Živa ends her movement on a field without a mythical creature, so she wanders a
little into the forest. Drawing a card from the white deck, she finds an Ash Tree. She remembers
an old children’s poem about snakes being afraid of ash leaves and decides to stuff a few into
her bag just in case.

Encountering a Mythical Creature
If you move your character onto a creature token, immediately end your movement and start
an encounter. There are four types of encounters, based on the status of the creature token:
the first two are hidden and open encounters. The third are special kinds of encounters
triggered by tokens 9, 11, and 12. The fourth type are sudden encounters.
Note: If you encounter a mythical creature during your turn, you cannot Explore the Forest.

Hidden Encounter
Do not turn over the token! You know there is a creature lurking, but you don’t know yet
what it is. First, choose one of your actions that isn’t locked. Then, flip the token and place
the appropriate creature figure on the token.
Take the Book of Encounters and open it to the chapter matching the mythical creature you
are encountering. In the chapter, you will find the strength of the creature’s reaction to your
chosen action. You may play any relevant cards you own before comparing your abilities
with that of the creature.
After comparing numbers, you will either be successful (your number is higher), unsuccessful
(lower), or inconclusive (tied). Read aloud the final outcome from the Book of Encounters.
If you were successful, move the creature token and figure to the Time Counter. If you were
unsuccessful, the token and figure remain at the crossroad. If you are tied, roll a die and
read successful on an even roll, or unsuccessful on an odd roll.
Your turn ends. The Book of Encounters will detail the remainder of your turn if there is
more to it.
Any ability that was used during the encounter is reset to its base level, which means you
remove its clip, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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Open Encounter
A member of your search party already faced this creature and warned you about them.
This encounter is resolved in the same way a hidden encounter is resolved except that you
know what you’re facing. Ideally, you will choose the action that allows you to succeed. You
may look at the creature reactions matrix before deciding.

Unique Encounter
Creature tokens 9, 11, and 12 are never hidden. When encountering one of them,
simply go to their chapter in the Book of Encounters and follow the instructions.

Sudden Encounter
Sometimes you might encounter a creature without actually moving into their Field, such
as a card effect. During these sudden encounters, you should follow all the normal rules
as stated above. However, the creature's figure and token will not be moved in any way —
even if the encounter is successful. You still suffer any sort of effects from the encounter
as usual.

Various Effects
Ability Scores
The forest is full of both mundane and magical trappings and benefits which will change
your ability values. If an action becomes locked, you cannot choose it during an encounter. When it unlocks, remove the clip. If you must increase or decrease these values, use a
slider to mark the change. If an effect requires you to set your ability to a specific bonus,
simply move your slider to that bonus. Your ability levels cannot go above +3 or below -3.
Note: Unless instructed otherwise:
- Locking of abilities applies until the end of the next encounter.
- Changes to ability level apply until that specific ability is used in an encounter. After you
use that ability, reset it to its base level.

Sick or Delayed
Some game effects will cause your character to become sick or delayed in some way based
on the story. This happens when you are told that you must skip your movement, which
means you will skip your next turn. In some cases, this effect can be ignored using certain
types of medicine cards.

Imprisoned
If your character becomes imprisoned, it acts as a sort of extended delay. You will not
take a turn with this character until it is freed by some action triggered by the story. See
paragraph New Character below.

Forest of Radgost
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Convalescent
Your character is hurt very badly and needs to recover. Move your character figure to the
village — they can no longer be played. See New Character below.

New Character
If your character should become imprisoned, convalescent, or another player would like
to join in during the game, a new character can be added to the village if there is one
available. This new character is set up just like all the others, but cannot trade their yellow
cards with players not at the village. Remember: a player can play more than one character, so long as each character gets a turn as normal.

Grouping
Your journey in the forest need not be alone. You and the other villagers may form a group
while traveling. While in a group, your abilities are determined by the group as a collective.
This may sometimes hinder you, but for some situations, there is safety in numbers.

Forming and Leaving a Group
You may form a group at the beginning of the game, rather than leave the village individually.
Any player that wants to be in the group can join. On your turn, you may choose to leave
the group rather than continuing on with them. In this case, when moving your character,
simply move only yourself and leave the group behind. You cannot leave if an effect has
you, or the group, imprisoned.
If you (or your group) would move into the field of another character (or group), those
characters can form a new group if everyone agrees.
Should you gain a new companion character, you automatically form a group with that
character based on the instructions you were given when gaining the companion.

Movement
On your turn, you roll the movement die of the group’s slowest member, and the direction
die. The group then moves. Each member of the group does this on their turn.
Before the dice are rolled, individual members of your group may choose not to be part of
the movement and will therefore separate from the group when it moves.
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Actions
Any time a character joins a group, remove all slider clips from the actions of the group
members — reverting everyone to their base action scores. In all following encounters, effects
that change ability levels or lock an action will apply to the group as a whole.
The Group Abilities Table describes how to calculate the group’s ability levels. Any bonuses
from items in the bag of any group member can be applied to the action’s final ability value.
Each action is recorded as follows:

··Running: Equal to the lowest number of the group
··Hiding: Equal to the highest number of the group
··Fight: Equal to the highest number of the group, then add 1
··Communication: Equal to the highest number of the group, then subtract 1
The Group Abilities Table sheet is used to track, calculate and write down changes to the
group abilities.

Encounters
Unless stated otherwise, any results from the Book of Encounters will apply to grouped
characters as a whole. Thus, if you would be moved, the group moves. If you would drop
your bag, all members of the group drop their bag. If you would be imprisoned, everyone
is imprisoned, and so on.
Cards that are gained from a successful encounter are first offered to the current player. That
player has the option to give the card to another member of the group instead.

Children
The children start the game as a group of both the boy and girl. Each has their own abilities
and base ability values.
The children can never voluntarily leave their group. Any character that moves into the
children’s field must form a group with the children. Characters cannot voluntarily leave a
group containing the children. Their safety was your goal, after all.
The character folder for the children lists their combined stats following the rules for the
Group Abilities Table. Should the children ever become separated due to a game effect, or
should you need their individual stats, their individual character stats are included with
the components.

Forest of Radgost
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Time
Time Counter
The Time Counter is used to measure time in the forest. Time is measured by the number of
successful encounters that place creature figures onto the Time Counter. The game starts with
the Day Phase and moves to the Evening Phase after seven creatures have been moved onto
the Time Counter. The Evening Phase ends after another three creatures have been placed,
which moves the game to the Night Phase. The second Day Phase begins after fourcreatures
are added during the Night Phase.
On the rare occasion where multiple creatures are added to the Time Counter at the same
time, these creatures are not placed on the next phase. Instead, place them on the symbol
matching the color of the current phase (sun, star, or moon). For example, should six creatures be on the Time Counter during the Day Phase, and two more need to be added, only
one is added to the spot marked 7 while the other is added to the sun.
You may spend a total of three days in the forest. At the beginning of the third night, if
all villagers (including the children) are not back in the village, the game is over and the
village loses.

Day Phase
You wake with a fresh start. Begin the day by removing all slider clips on locked actions,
unless you were told otherwise.
The Day Phase progresses as normal, ending after the 7th creature is added to the Time
Counter.

Evening Phase
The mythical creatures regroup and continue to prowl the forest. Radgost takes notice of
your presence in his woods.
At the start of the Evening Phase, gather all hidden (facedown) creature tokens on the board
and all creature tokens on the Time Counter. Add token 21 to this collection as well. Mix all
these tokens and randomly distribute them to empty crossroads on the map.
The game continues as it did in the Day Phase, including turn order. After the 3rd creature
is added to the Time Counter, the Evening Phase ends.
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Night Phase
Your character does not move during the Night Phase. Instead, the mythical creatures of
the forest will wander about while you sleep. The Night Phase begins with the reveal of all
creatures, then those creatures move.
Begin the Night Phase by flipping all creature tokens so that they are face up. Add the creature’s figure to their token. Creatures on the Time Counter remain there.
On your turn, roll the 20-sided die. The number you roll is the creature that will move on
your turn. If you roll a creature that is already on the Time Counter, reroll until you get a
different creature. Radgost, number 21, will not move in this Phase.
Once you have your creature number, roll the 10-sided die and the direction die and move
your creature as you would yourself. Creatures should always start moving in a direction
away from the village.
If your creature doesn’t run into any other creature or villager, you end your turn and leave
the creature where it landed.

Creature against Creature
Should a creature encounter another creature, a standoff occurs. Compare the Fight score
in the Book of Encounters for both creatures. The creature with the higher Fight score wins.
In case of a tie, the creature with the higher token value wins. The winner takes the field,
the loser is put on the Time Counter.
Note: Radgost will always be the winner should a creature move into his spot.

Creature against Villager
Compare your Hide score with the creature. If you are successful, read the Night section in
the Book of Encounters for the creature, as part of a successful Hiding action.
If you are unsuccessful at Hiding, check if there is an unsuccessful hiding entry for night and
follow it, otherwise compare your Fight score. If you are successful, read the Night section
in the Book of Encounters for the creature, as part of a successful Fight action. If you are
unsuccessful, read that entry instead.
Note: During the Night Phase, you won’t read any section of the Book of Encounters for a
creature except the Night section.

Ending the Night Phase
Remove all creature figures and tokens from the board. Reset the board according to step 4
of the initial setup on page 8. However, token 21 should now be shuffled in with the other
face-down creature tokens. When placing tokens, put them on empty crossroads.
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Cards
Card Details
3.

1.
4.

2.

5.
6.
7.
1. Name: The name of the item.

9.

8.

6.

·

If the title of the card is marked with a it means that content is based on authentic sources.
A list of used sources is given in a separate section (Page 37).
2. Story text: Any text written in italics. Has no game effect.
3. Type: All cards fall into four different types.

··
··
··
··

Objects, plants, and animals — Normally consumed or used once
Companions — Add this companion to your group under the group rules
Additional abilities — Bonus abilities and powers for you to use
Task and effects — Story cards for your adventure

4. Sub-type: A card might have a sub-type for the purpose of encounters.
5. Use: Most cards simply list what they do. In the case of the Eagle’s Feather, you have
two options, return it to do one of the two.
6. Stack: Some cards require you to keep track of how often the card is used, which you
do using the numbers on the right and an ability clip. Place the clip starting at the highest
number. The card will list how and when the clip moves. When the slider reaches 0, discard the card. When you get the Bacon, it comes with eight strips. The letters EP stand for
Energy Points. Whenever you would use the Bacon, spend EP by sliding your slider to the
appropriate number.
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7. Outcome: Many of the cards can be used as part of an interaction with specific creatures.
The card will list which creature it can be used with, and what effect the card will have when
used. Usually this lets you succeed when using a specific action.
After using a card for this effect, shuffle it and any other used cards back into their proper
deck, if not explicitly stated otherwise on the card. If you are required to spend EP to gain
the effect, you can spend it from multiple cards rather than from only a single card.
When you encounter a hidden creature, you normally choose your action before the reveal.
However, if you have a card that can be used with that creature, you may change your action
after using the card.
In the Bacon example, using the Bacon acts as if you succeeded in using the Communication
skill. Read that section of the Encounter Book.
8. Lock: When an outcome shows the
symbol, it means you can use the creature
outcome listed even if you had that skill locked. It also unlocks that skill if used that way.
The Bacon card allows you to unlock the communication skill so you can bribe the Wolves.
9. Companion Abilities: When you find Companion cards that have abilities they act as
a new member of your group (see Grouping). The numbers on the companion card should
be added to your group scores as normal.

Discarding
Whenever you would use a card, shuffle it back into its deck, unless stated otherwise.
Note: Certain cards can boost your abilities temporarily. There is no set limit to how high you
can increase your ability level using these cards. Cards increase your ability for the single encounter in which they are used, unless explicitly stated otherwise on the card itself.
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Card Decks
There are many colors of decks, each representing various things.
Each deck is also marked with symbol on back of the cards as given below.

- Yellow (Žrec's cabinets)
Before leaving the village, the local Žrec gifted you various things
to use on your trip. Some of the items you are given seem less than
helpful at first... After finishing setup, this deck is put aside.

- White (Forest)
The white deck is the largest and most used deck in the game. It
represents all the various flora and fauna of the forest. Feel free to
occasionally shuffle it to summon the wilds. You will use this deck
when Exploring the Forest.

- Red (Gifts)
These cards must be kept face down. Cards in the white deck will often
point you to specific cards in the red deck. The names of those cards
are written on the back of the card to easily search without spoilers.

- Green (Encounters)
Like the red deck, the green deck is meant to stay secret at all times.
You will be instructed to draw from this deck during some of your
running actions. You will roll a 6-sided die and find a card with the
matching number. If there is more than one card with that number,
choose one at random.

5

- Orange (Hiding)
When taking the Hiding action you will often be instructed to draw
the top card of the orange deck.

- Pink (Extras) /

- Blue /

- Brown

Various happenings in the game will call on you to draw one or
more specific cards from these 3 decks. It is best to not shuffle
them for ease of finding the right card(s) faster.

- Black (Personal Missions)
If playing with the Personal Missions variant, each player will get
one of these cards at the start of the game.
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End of game:
exiting the forest
The game ends once all children and search team characters have returned to the village.
Once the children are in the village, a horn announces their return. Any villagers still in
the forest can now move without using the direction die (they choose the direction they
take at crossroads).
There are three ways to “lose” the game:

··The villagers and children are not in the village by the beginning of the 3rd night,
··All characters become imprisoned by mythical creatures in the forest, or
··At least one player is imprisoned and the village has no way to rescue them.
Characters that are convalescent are technically in the village for end game purposes (as
part of a successful ending). It's not a heroic way to end your adventure, but it has ended
all the same.

Optional: Personal Missions
The village Žrec has given you a personal mission to carry out while you’re in the forest.
You may choose to accept this mission by completing step 13 of the Character Setup at the
beginning of the game. While playing, you have a goal beyond simply finding the children.

Forest of Radgost
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MINI EXPANSIONS:
RULES AND STORIES
The Return to the Forest of Radgost
Introduction
Hypothetically, let's say that less than three days after the search party left the village gates,
they reappeared again with the children by their side. Oh, how the whole village jumped
with joy at this occasion! They thanked the mighty Radgost with all their hearts. That very
night, Ratibor organized a merry feast, but in the midst of the celebrations, Dobromislil, with
nobody noticing, retreated to his cabin. Alone he sat, wondering and pondering how village
life might continue after the events which had transpired. The boundary between humans
and immortal creatures had been breached. Surely, things would not remain the same...
In this section, there are three more missions, three mini extensions of the base game. These
three missions are mutually independent. Each mission consists of several tasks solved in
parallel and which, depending on the situation, can branch out further.
Before entering these missions, you must already have played the base game. It is assumed
that the players have mastered the basic rules of the game and that they already have some
knowledge about creatures, locations, etc. The rules in each of the missions have been
modified to a small extent compared to the basic rules, and are explained in the instructions
for each individual mission. The success of missions largely depends on the group’s strategy
at the beginning of the mission, as well as during the mission. As in the base game, unless
otherwise indicated, the forest can be accessed independently, in smaller or larger groups.
Groups can be modified during the game, depending on the situation.

··As has been mentioned, the mission often implies several parallel tasks. When an individual

or group completes their task, they can help others who are still on some other task. The
players decide on how they will cooperate according to the current situation in the story.

··Group members, while in the group, can combine items from their bags.
··Missions are solved during two "forest" days. If you enter the second night without finishing the mission, you have lost.

··The word "you" refers to both the individual and the group.
··When preparing the board, prepare the overlay cards for opening mythical places.
··It is essential that you do not read the cards the mission refers to in advance, in order to
avoid spoilers.

··If you estimate that the mission is too complex for the younger members of your game
group, you can simplify it, according to the house rule.

··The order in which the missions are given on the following pages is random.
··The stories are original narratives based on the motifs of Slavic mythology and Serbian
folk tales.
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··•··
1. The Unfinished Destinies
Turmoil engulfs the village. Someone or something is preventing the Suđenica trio from
fulfilling their obligation to village newborns. Little is known about the Suđenica, a mysterious female creature. In groups of three, they visit each newborn to proclaim the child's
destiny. To complete their assignment, the three Suđenicas visit each newborn three nights
in a row. The family prepares seriously for this visit by leaving an offering each night: three
cups of water, three cups of wine, three loaves of honey bread, and one gold coin. The
mother has to remain awake. She and her baby wear the best clothes, the house is tidy, and
a light must burn inside the home. But recently, and inexplicably, on the night of their supposed third visit, all the lamp flames and fires inside the village suddenly extinguish. This
has happened in three recent cases, while the most recently born baby wasn't visited at all.
This is unprecedented, and Dobromislil is worried. If the Suđenica trio does not complete
their work, all these children will be left to wander through the world searching for their
destinies. This means that the entire village may be robbed of its youth, sentencing it to a
gradual but certain demise.
Nobody is exactly sure where the Suđenica trio lives, but it is somewhere in the forest. Now
is not the best time to roam about deep in the forest, as it is Rusalka’s week. The search party
gathers once again, along with the children. This time they must pack their bags with the
items that comprise the offerings to the Suđenicas. Under no circumstances can search party
members lose any of these items. How will they split the items among themselves? Will they
entrust all of the items to one single member? Or will they share the responsibility? Either
way, the bags containing the items must not be lost. Meanwhile, Dobromislil and Živa will
try another approach to the problem. Dobromislil thinks that the problem they have may
be a kind of message for them. So he, as Dobromislil, along with Živa as priestess, will try
to find out more by talking to Talason. He has been in the watermill for who knows how
long, and knows about the forest more than anyone they could ask. The rest of the group
will try to find where the Suđenica trio lives and bring them offerings. In order to do this
they need to communicate successfully with one of the creatures who would be inclined to
help them: Zmaj, Forest Mother, Lesnik, or Vila. Instead of the gift this creature would offer
you, ask for information about where the Suđenica can be found.
Goal: Find out why the Suđenica stopped coming and remedy that problem.
Preparation of the board:
Same as in the base game except
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

On the table, place the overlay card called Watermill, for opening mythical places.
Put Talason figure at Watermill, remove his token from the game (token will not be used).
Children are in the village at the beginning of the game (not lost in the forest).
At least one or both of Živa & Dobromislil must participate.
At least one more character is needed.
There is a time limit of two days to finish this mission, since Radgost only permits so
much time. If you enter the second night without finishing the mission you have lost.
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Entering the forest:
Živa and Dobromislil will go to the watermill, and try to communicate with Talason. The
rest of the characters will bring offerings to the Suđenica. Both tasks must be finished to
end the game successfully.
Task 1: Go to the watermill
Živa and Dobromislil can go individually or as a group. When one of you reaches the watermill take the card LIGHTS FROM THE WATERMILL from the brown deck.
Task 2: Offerings for Suđenica
The rest of the group needs to organize themselves — as a group, as individuals, or as small
groups. From the brown deck, take three cards named OFFERINGS FOR THE SUDJENICA
and pack them in the bags as per player agreements. Your first task is to find out where the
Suđenica live. You can get this information by communicating with Zmaj, Forest Mother,
Lesnik, or a Vila. After a successful communication, don’t take a gift (card) from the creature,
but take the card from the brown deck named Suđenica Location.
Ending the game:
All tasks must be finished to successfully end the game, or if time has run out you’ve lost
the game.

··•··
2. The Key of Life
The village has run out of drinking water. The river became muddy and the main spring
simply dried up. The other, smaller spring is not sufficient. Again, Dobromislil receives a
message. Latawce, the child-faced bird, has brought him an item. This latawce is a black
demon bird similar to a raven, but it has a child's face, and Dobromislil knows that prematurely lost souls could end up becoming latawce. Immediately, Dobromislil recognizes the
shard brought by the latawce, as a matching piece once belonged to a fellow villager, an old
friend. Ratibor, the village chieftain, was married to a Vila a long time ago. After she ran
away, the broken piece of the mirror was the only reminder left of her, until one day, this item
was stolen. Now a latawce brings it back. This is enough for Dobromislil to conclude that
the Vila is angry and has locked the spring. But why, after all these years? The burden falls
on Ratibor to find his former wife and convince her to unlock the spring. But that won't be
enough. Once the spring starts flowing again, its water won't be pure. To restore its purity,
the villagers will need to place a piece of charcoal from a live fire. For that, they will need
the permission of Lesnik to take two pieces of wood from a special tree that is on the Bear
path. Meanwhile, Dobromislil suspects that the latawce harbours a secret about the broken
mirror, as he remembers the moment when the mirror was broken. A piece of Ratibor's life
may be locked inside it. The old search party ventures into the forest once more.
Goal: To convince the Vila to unlock the springs and purify the water. To purify the water
you will need to bring parts from the tree for the live fire.
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There is a time limit of 2 days to finish this mission, since Radgost only permits so much
time. If you enter the second night without finishing the mission you have lost.
Preparation of the board:
Same as in the base game except
1. On the table, place the overlay card called fairy ring, for opening mythical places.
2. Put the figure of the Vila in the middle of the fairy ring and take out the Vila token, since
you cannot meet this creature in regular encounters.
3. Take the Broken mirror part 1 card from the brown deck and do as it says.
4. Children are in the village at the beginning of game (not lost in the forest).
5. Ratibor must participate
6. At least one or both of Darena and Dobromislil must participate
7. At least one more character is needed.
Entering the forest:
In this game, the characters begin the mission in the village as Ratibor and two groups. In
the first group are Darena and Dobromislil and Ratibor as individual character, and all the
other characters in a second group will try to purify the water. If the players want they can
split the groups after entering the forest.
Task 1: Convince a Vila to unlock the springs
Ratibor must go to the fairy ring and speak with the Vila.
Start position and special movement rules for Ratibor, Dobromislil and Darena:
Ratibor takes his piece of the broken mirror (the Broken mirror part 1 card does
not take any space in the bag), and goes to meet the Vila. He moves separately towards the
fairy ring, but he doesn’t have to be completely alone, since the problem is serious for the
whole village. Dobromislil (and Darena, optionally) follow him trying to be near or around.
All of them are moving with no direction die, but they must not form a group with Ratibor,
until Ratibor arrives at the fairy ring and speaks to the Vila. When Ratibor arrives at the
fairy ring, take a card named The mirror of the afterlife from the brown deck,
and follow the instructions there.
Task 2: Purify the water
Other characters use base game mechanics for their movement at the start of the game.
They will try to find Lesnik and gain permission for taking parts of the magic tree. In order
to get Lesnik’s permission, you need a successful outcome in an encounter with him. You
can then go to the Bear path without using the direction die.
When you reach this spot, take a TREE FOR LIVE FIRE card from the pink deck and bring
it to Gradište. In the case that you must return this card to the pink deck, the whole process
(encounter with Lesnik and other actions) needs to be repeated. If you’ve finished this task
before Ratibor and his group finish theirs, you can help them. Latawce is the messenger
between all of you.
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Ending the game:
All tasks must be finished to successfully end the game, or if time has run out you’ve lost
the game.

··•··
3. The Witch's Secret Ties
Dobromislil has received word of a grave threat arising. The message — really an early
warning — was issued by Talason, and delivered to Dobromislil by way of Rarog, the
firebird. An unwelcome visitor from afar, Čuma the harbinger of plague, is coming to the
forest. A witch has stolen Čuma's arrows and quiver, robbing the plague-bringer of her
power and independence. Now, the witch is plotting to force Čuma into an alliance in order
to destroy the village. Dobromislil brings together the same group that has gone into the
forest on past missions. The children, now having more experience inside the forest than
most grownups, are called upon as well. Without Čuma wielding them, the arrows have no
power of their own, and the threat of the plague will be avoided. “We must find the arrow
quiver and have Aždaja burn it with his fire,” says Dobromislil. “This is an opportunity to
solve more than one problem. We can also redeem the witch and thus free the village from
both the plague and her.” He then sets out his plan: he and Darena will search for the witch
and the quiver, while the other members of the group will prepare the Aždaja to burn the
quiver. “We have two days to do this, it is all that Radgost allows.”
“Why will Darena and you go separately?” asks Ljubomila. “Well, the witch and Darena
were born on the same day, they are jednodanci.” Everybody in the room knows what that
means, and nobody feels good about it. People, or even a child and an animal, who are
born the same day have a special tie through their whole life. The power and destiny they
received on the day of their birth will collide and join together in one unchangeable force,
and it seems that time has come for Darena and the witch. They both have the same powers
and have gained the same pieces of knowledge, but each used these in completely different
directions. The final destiny will be the same for both of them, and it will be on the side of
the stronger one. If the witch achieves her plans with Čuma, she will be the winner. “This
is Darena’s chance to take control of their shared destiny,” says Dobromislil, “and she can
either do it alone or with my help.” The witch has great knowledge, which she uses for evil
doings. If she redirects this knowledge to be good and useful towards other people and
the world, she will be redeemed, and will stop being the witch. “What do we need to do?”
asks Vitalij. “You will come into possession of the Golden Fetters, and you can shackle the
Aždaja with them. Darena and I will bring the quiver to the place where the Aždaja is and
burn it. Only then can we rest, and the mission will be over.”
Preparation of the board:
Same as for the basic game, with the following exceptions
1. Remove the witch token and the Radgost token.
2. Place a witch figure at any field near Psoglav`s Cabin.
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3. Take Čuma's Arrow Quiver card from the pink deck and put it beside the Book of
Encounters. This card is used by the witch. In this game, the only actions that are allowed
against the witch are fight and communication.
4. The children are in the village at the beginning of the game (not in the forest).
Goal: The game ends at the moment when the arrow quiver is destroyed by the flames of
the Aždaja.
There is a time limit of two days to finish the mission, as Radgost only permits so much time.
If you enter the second night without finishing the mission you have lost.
Entering the forest:
In this game, the characters begin the mission in the village as two groups. The first group
is Darena and Dobromislil who has the best chance to successfully communicate with the
Witch. The second group represents all the other characters, who will try to capture Aždaja.
If the players want, they can split the groups after entering the forest.
Start positions and special movement rules for the witch, Darena, and Dobromislil:
The witch moves with the direction die through the forest, and her starting point is near
Psoglav's cabin. For the free direction she will choose a path that leads toward Poljevoj’s
field, and she has no encounters with creatures, but just passes by them.
The witch and Darena are connected by secret ties and Darena unmistakably moves to meet
the witch (Darena and her group do not use the direction die).
The witch is controlled by the player who leads Darena by throwing the die twice: once for
the witch and once for Darena. Darena moves without the direction die in the direction of
the witch, and the witch uses the movement die and the die for direction.
Dobromislil is in the group with Darena and while in this group he will follow Darena’s lead.
Since the Witch is moving an encounter with her can happen at any field, not just crossroads.
Task 1: Find the quiver
To get the quiver you must have a successful encounter with the witch through either
a fight or communication. But beware that the witch has more power with Čuma`s quiver,
so you should build up your abilities before the encounter. Darena and Dobromislil have
the best chance to take the quiver from the witch with a communication action. In this
mission, if you have a successful encounter with the witch do not read the outcome chapter
from the Book of Encounters. Instead, take the card SUCCESSFUL ENCOUNTER WITH
WITCH from the Brown deck and do as it instructs. If unsuccessful, read the Book of
Encounters as usual.
Task 2: Capture the Aždaja
1. Acquire the golden fetters guarded by Vodenjak, as those are the only shackles strong
enough to hold the Aždaja.
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2. Capture the Aždaja with the help of golden fetters. In the base game, when the creature
has lost an encounter, it is moved to the Time Counter. In this specific case however, the
Aždaja will stay tied up at the meeting place. But you must have the GOLDEN FETTERS card.
Task 3: Destroy the quiver
Take the quiver to the captured Aždaja and burn it, this will bring peace and end the main
mission. To achieve this you must first capture the Aždaja.
Ending the game:
Destroying the quiver will save the village from the witch's plan and end the mission successfully.
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STORY-STARTER
DICE SET
How to use?
After you have some experience playing the Forest of Radgost base game, you will progress
to personal missions and eventually to additional missions and you will become so in tune
with Slavic lore that you will be able to create your own stories.
The story-starter dice are an aid to this kind of experienced player. It is a set of dice containing a variety of symbols to serve as storytelling prompts.

Foundation and structural pillars of tales
Most fairy tales and folktales contain some common structures and foundational pillars.
These create a frame around which a story can be created and plotted. Each of the six dice
in the set represents one type of foundation pillar around which a story can grow and offers
possible value for that structure.
Since this is a storytelling game, these dice can be used to generate a base story structure
and serve as a foundation to make your own additional missions, which in turn can make
this game a never-ending creative journey.
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MYTHICAL PLACE DIE
The Mythical Place die can provide answers to questions beginning with where.
For example:
1. Where does the mission start?
2. Where can something/someone be found?
3. Where should you arrive at the end?
This D6 die contains symbols of the following mythical places:

Fairy ring

Cave

Watermill

Psoglav’s
cabin

Bridge

Omaja’s
crossroad

MOTIVE/PROBLEM DIE
Each story has some problems which will arise, and need to be solved.
Usually, these come in the form of new dangers that can ruin current peaceful states of existence, or some error or transgression that was performed against norms, beliefs or rules
which in turn set in motion evil forces. To counter these problems, a price must be paid,
and redemption must be achieved.
The Motive/Problem Die can provide answers to questions pertaining to why an action or
the hero is needed.
This D6 die contains symbols of the following problems:

Weather
disaster

Sickness/
Epidemic

Disappearance

Confrontation

Transgression
and
redemption

Sacrifice

TIME DIE
The Time Die can provide answers to questions pertaining to how much time is available to
finish your tasks.
As human beings, we are inherently limited, and one of the most common limits is time.
Therefore, it is no wonder that most tales include a challenge that must be completed in a
given time frame.
This D6 die contains Glagolitic letters that represent numbers 1, 2, and 3 days.

1
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MEANS DIE
The Means Die can provide answers to questions about what is needed to solve the task.
Usually, to solve a task, characters need to gain some knowledge, an object or a plant, that
will help them to improve as a character.
This D6 die contains symbols that represent the following means:

Potion

Object

Animal

Plant

Message

Knowledge/
ability

CHARACTER DIE
The Character Die can provide answers to questions about who needs to solve or perform a task.
In most stories, the protagonist is an integral element that strongly affects the path of the
story and performs the action needed to reach a resolution or destination.
This D6 die contains symbols that represent the following characters:

Dobromislil:
sickle

Darena:
bottle

Namless:
sword

Ratibor:
shield

Živa:
a diadem

Vitalij:
bow and
arrow

PART OF THE DAY DIE
There are certain events that happen only at specific times. The Part of the Day Die can help
choose at which part of the day the important events occur.

Dawn

Noon
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Midnight

Example using the story-starter dice
Let’s say we have rolled all the dice from the set and the results were as follows:
MYTHICAL PLACE: Watermill
MOTIVE/PROBLEM: Weather Disaster
TIME: 3
MEANS: Animal
CHARACTER: Darena
PART OF THE DAY: Noon
It was noon on a very hot summer day. The day was so quiet even the insects were silent. The
village Zduhač appears, wet and tired, in the middle of the road, almost as if something has
drained all life from him, soaked him in a barrel of water, and just dropped him there. He falls
without a sound. Darena hastens toward him to see what is happening and as soon as her
shadow comes near the Zduhač an even bigger shadow covers the whole village. Loud thunder
is all that Darena hears. And as she lifts her eyes toward the sky, big dark clouds are falling as
if they intend to flatten the village. As the wind gets stronger, Darena helps the Zduhač reach
the safety of the nearest building, a stable. While waiting for the storm to pass, the Zduhač
seems half asleep, and Darena sits in the opposite corner of the stable, trying to calm the horses.
As the storm calms down and the animals are quiet, Darena falls asleep in her corner. Little
does she know what will happen next. Perun creates a web of lightning across the sky, not only
summoning the Zduhač but also forcing Darena’s spirit to leave her body. The forest watermill
is struck by a giant bolt of lightning that splits the darkness.
Some hours later, the Zduhač regains consciousness only to find that Darena is still unconscious
and unable to get back to Jav. Darena's soul is not used to being out of its body, a task reserved
for the Zduhač. The Zduhač walks on shaky legs to Dobromislil and eexplains the situation to
him. Soon the whole village has assembled around Dobromislil, waiting to hear his next words.
The Žrec looks a little bit older and more worried than what the villagers are used to seeing.
“Dear all, as you have seen, this storm was not a usual one, not by any measure. The Zduhač
was summoned by Perun. The last time this happened was before anyone can remember. Perun
is furious and the dark smoke you see is at the watermill. Lightning has hit it and now it is
burning. The last time the Zduhač saw Darena was in the middle of that fight, and it seems
that Baš Čelik is somehow involved. Let us make a group of seekers and go to the watermill.
Maybe we can find out more there.”
To be continued…
Roll the story-starter dice for yourself, and enjoy creating your own adventures!
Yours,
The Forest of Radgost team
Literature
Немања Радуловић (2009) Слика света у српским народним бајкама. Београд: Институт за књижевност и уметност.
Max Lüthi (1994) Evropska narodna bajka. Beograd: Orbis.
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FOREST OF RADGOST
Guide FOR PARENTS
What reviewers said
Before we begin with our own in-house experiences, we just wanted to mention that you
can also get an outside perspective on this topic too:
Undead Viking and King of Average both played this game with their children of various
ages and discussed it in their reviews and comments below it.
And to get a sense of the type of stories you will encounter, Board Games with Couple, in
their written review, retold a story/episode weaved from playing the game. On our site, you
can find links to all of the above review content.

The narrative content
Mythology and folk tales are, according to their nature, related to some sensitive topics.
The narrative content of Forest of Radgost is contained in the Book of Encounters, in the
various card decks and in the rulebook.
The Book of Encounters is divided into chapters. Each chapter presents a single creature
through an illustration, a story that introduces the creature (created based on ethnological
sources), and a table of narrative paragraphs describing the reactions of this creature to
human behavior.
During gameplay, players only need to read the table of narrative paragraphs and use the cards.
These paragraphs and cards don't contain elements of sensitive topics, although they could
create a kind of tension, frustration, or a feeling of conflict with the creatures.
Also, the paragraphs from the Book of Encounters are usually read aloud, and this can be
done by one player. If parents do the reading, they can adapt or omit some sentences according to their child's sensibility and age, or read a part of the paragraph and then let the
child finish it using their own imagination. The same procedure could be applied to reading
the introductory creature descriptions and scenarios from the cards. Once players learn the
core game mechanics, they could develop their own house rules.

Dimitrije's choice
Dimitrije was 8 at the time when this project started. After reading some of the popular
resources about Slavic mythology, he made a list of creatures and mythical places for Radgost's forest. On that list, there were no creatures that were too horrific and gory, such as
Navi, Vampir, or Striga.
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If parents so desire, horror scenarios could be crafted with the use of the story-starter dice
set. Otherwise, these elements are omitted from the narratives and left to the imagination
of each player.
Some of the miniatures could be scary or strange in some other ways. Our sculptor's idea
was that the miniatures should awaken in its viewer the same emotions ancient people felt
when they supposedly encountered these creatures. On the other hand, on standees and
illustrations such elements are minimised.

Talking points
We might understand mythical creatures to be products of imagination from old times, no
different than contemporary cartoon monsters or horror movie villains. But, they might also
be understood as personifying and elaborating important philosophical and psychological
questions encoded through the experiences of many generations.
Life after death, greed in all its shape, different types of fears, various restrictions imposed
by the community, fear and respect of natural phenomena... we might consider the ancient
solutions to these problems today as silly or imaginative, even ridiculous, but some of
them are still true — such as those about the Mora discussed in Update #28 of the Forest
of Radgost Kickstarter.
Talking with children about such topics in the atmosphere of fantasy and gameplay could be
very useful if, of course, that conversation is spontaneous, and consented to by the players.
For example, most of our playtesting was done on Saturdays. These gatherings would start
as play sessions, and then they would typically evolve into discussions, not only about the
game mechanics, but much more about some of the questions raisedby the mythological
content of the game.

Game mechanics
Now we'll share some insights about the perceived difficulty level of different mechanics
according to the player age.
Our youngest test player was a seven-year-old girl. Most of the other children were 9−12.
Those children were mostly from non-gaming or light gaming families.
At first glance, children were interested in the mechanics of the game and they wanted to
encounter a creature as soon as possible.
The primary rule — the movement mechanic — is very simple and the children did not
have a problem with it. The direction die could be a little bit difficult for some children, but
even if they get their directions wrong, that won't mess up the gameplay in any significant
way (as long as the little tricksters don't intentionally try to cheat).
The second important rule is the rule of forest exploration — drawing cards from the white
deck. At this point the impact of a player's age becomes apparent.
In our tests, the 7–8 year-olds didn’t completely comprehend the function of cards, or
how they could be used later in the game. But they were okay with it — they were happily
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collecting cards and reading aloud what they got. One mum, during gameplay, noticed that
reading aloud was a good way to exercise reading skills. Also, most of the cards are based on
knowledge about real plants and animals, and also about their meanings in Slavic folklore
and mythology. The same is found with cards from other decks.
The third rule to consider is how a player resolves creature encounters. This was also simple
for children. Most of them recognized this mechanic from computer games. But, for younger
children changing the course of an encounter with cards was, in most cases, complicated.
Older children, on the other hand, were eager to use cards, to combine them and so on.
As mentioned before, paragraphs from the Book of Encounters could be read by a designated
reader, a parent for example, and the content could be adapted on the fly to suit the age and
sensibility of the children present at the table.
Finally, an observation on group formation rules. This was compelling to all children of all
age groups. Children were curious to understand the formula for calculating group abilities.
They always asked why group abilities are not just a sum of individual abilities, and that was
an interesting moment to explain about what makes a team, how a team works, and so on.

Roleplay and collaboration
The main characters in the game are people of different ages and abilities. Children mostly
didn’t question the role they played. They easily jumped into their role. One nine-year-old
boy (Vitalij in the game) said that he very much liked this game because he “didn't have to
fight for victory with other players.” After he was done playing, he insisted upon reading
Vitalij’s personal mission and we talked about why this mission is important to that character.
The personal missions weren't tested by children. This segment of the game has a higher
level of difficulty, but the content is still age appropriate. Personal missions require some
level of strategy and planning.

How a mom and son met in the forest and settled their dispute
In one playtesting session, there was a mum with a ten-year-old child. On their way to the
testing session, they argued and the child arrived in a bit of an angry mood.
We started playing and in one moment their characters met each other in the forest — in such
a case, players could decide if they want to continue the journey on their own or form a group.
Mum asked “shall we make a group?” and the child said yes. So, the argument was forgotten.
That is the main point of this game — gathering through meaningful, fun, and rich storytelling!
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APPENDIX I

Personal character
stories

jaroslav
M

y friends and I were playing hide and
seek. One was searching, and the others
were hiding. Ljubomila and I thought that
they would not find us in a boat Vitalij made.
That boat was an excellent hiding place
because it was covered with a skin. They
couldn’t find us for a long time. I think we
fell asleep as the next thing I remembered
was the sound of waves breaking onto the
wood. Ljubomila screamed, and that scared
me even more. I hoped that a big wave would
come to push us back ashore where we played,
but such a wave never came. When I removed
the skin that covered us, I was in shock to see
that we were in god Radgost's forest, which
was sacred to us. I hoped it was all a dream
and pinched myself only to realize that it
hurt, and I wasn’t dreaming. I thought for
a while, remembering all the myths about this
wood, while Ljubomila was on the verge of
tears. Should we look for a road back to the
village, or should we wait for someone here
to finds us? Will anyone look for us? If so,
would they find us? When would they start
anyway? When will they notice that we are
gone or that the boat is missing? These and
another billion scary thoughts went through
my head, which echoed Ljubomila’s cry, but
one question that tormented me the most:
what should we do? At that same moment,
Ljubomila asked me the same question, and
I said that we would wait. But now I realize
that we have another problem: I am hungry.

·
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Ljubomila
I

want to scream out loud, but I can’t. It's as
if I am listening to the creepy stories told by
adults, and I can’t sleep. I was asleep before,
and the bang of the wood and water’s roar
woke me up. I can’t scream now because
they can hear us, and this is no longer just
a story. There are monsters that are real in
god Radgost's forest... My mother must be
worried now. She would be cross even if
I took a shortcut through the bosket, let
alone go through the path. I’m so lucky that
Jaroslav is here. It is so cold, even though
summer is near, and it's quiet too. Together
we will reach the village. We always won
when playing games with other children.
I think that Jaroslav is saying something, but
I still can’t hear him well. He surely says the
same thing: together, we will get through this.
The search must have started in the village,
my mother would never leave me. It will be
alright...it will be alright... My grandma is
watching me from above, and she will make
sure that our paths are safe. You can see me,
grandma, can’t you?

·
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Dobromislil
B

y the beards of all my ancestors and all
the knowledge stored in my head, I didn’t
know they would remember me for this kind
of thing. To go into the Holy Forest and,
furthermore, organize a search through it.
But now is the time for action; there will be
plenty of time for thinking in this life and
even more in the next once the children are
safe. Putting together a group of trackers was
my decision, as well as entering the forest. The
burden that falls hard on me (even harder
than my years), as I was a žrec for many
summers before the village elders were even
born… I know a lot about creatures to whom
the god Radgost gave a home and protection
to in the forest, and that people have no place
there, even if they are the Supreme Sorcerer.
Yet, to leave children there, who did not go
by their own free will into that deep and
shady place, and to not do anything to help,
that is something that not even a lowlife that
gave up on his ancestors and cursed the gods
would do. Are the gods sending us trials from
which later long stories will be made, longer
than the braid of a beautiful goddess, where
the hero becomes an even greater hero or
a sorcerer becomes a teacher, a teacher of
your teacher perhaps? Or one of those where
trackers disappeared from the face of the
Earth and from memory? I have traveled
a lot and wandered far from home in search
of knowledge. However, I can feel that this
journey, not far away from my village, will be
the biggest and most important journey that
I’ve taken. Well then, as your teacher, I look
forward to our encounter no matter when
that is! And now I am sorry but we must go,
the forest is expecting us, and we don’t want
to be a rude guest. Let’s go…

·
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DARENA
P

lants can be food, medicine, even a teacher… From plants, I learned how to keep
quiet, how to be pretty, how to give and not to
ask, how to survive cruelty, and how to come
to life after the big disaster… Many years have
passed since I started making friends with
plants that were given to us. Those years have
turned my hair grey and gifted me many
wrinkles. They rewarded me with vast experience to evaluate the measure, to know
what is poisonous and what heals. With time,
that knowledge spread to people. I am now
able to evaluate people at first glance. Even
though my external sight weakened, my inner
one strengthened. And while my grey hairs
become paler and my wrinkles deeper (like
craters created by Perun with his lightning),
I find that the things I can teach others are
greater and more beneficial. The medicines
and creams I make keep getting better and
better. As I get closer to the Earth, it is as if it
wants to hug me too. It offers me its secrets
like an old acquaintance and gives me solid
support. So many people are mistaken when
they see an old, humpbacked grandma. They
see me as weak, but not our tribe and not
our Žrec. Žrec makes no mistakes, except
the one right now. This search could be his
biggest mistake. But it’s not like he has any
choice… Yes, we know each other well, and
it is no surprise he called me. I wish my legs
and eyes served me better, but gods are like
that: with one hand they give while with the
other they take away.
I look forward to meeting you, Holy Forest,
and every holy oak, and holy friend that
you give a shadow to hide within. I hope
you will be merciful all around and allow
us to find the children, as the children are
yet to grow and live their lives. And us, well,
we need to go…

·
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BEZIMENI
(Nameless)

I

was found in the wintertime, in the village vicinity: half-frozen, without clothes,
memories, or name. That’s what they call me:
Nameless. I speak their language poorly and
do not have many memories of my life. I have
four scars to remember that day by, and more
than ten old ones from a previous life. Spring
is coming to its end, with my strength and
life almost fully returned, but my memory
refuses to return, not even as a haze. I don’t
believe that I can ever describe the kindness
that was bestowed upon me. The sorcerer that
healed my wounds says that I am a warrior: my
skills with arrow and sword, and my mobility
speak to that.
Dajbog is one of their gods. During the
Winter, Dajbog is weaker when he is often
seen as a limping wolf, but as summer
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approaches, he gets stronger, and he takes on
his second, stronger shape. This tribal story,
which is similar to my destiny, caused the
sorcerer to entrust me with a task of incredible
importance to the whole tribe. It is not a
coincidence that my strength returned in the
spring, nor that I am called Nameless, that’s
what the sorcerer says. His decision for me to
be one of the six in this massive search for the
Boy and the Girl was not a coincidence. They
are lost in the forest of oaks, the forest that is
home to many things that the eye can’t see,
and ears can’t hear, the forest that is the temple
and holy place for this village. “Take care of
yourselves, take care of the night in the forest”
— is what signs engraved on the trunks that
surround the village say. The forest and all
the creatures that live in it are under the
protection of the god Radgost. The sorcerer
says that without an urgent need, he would
neither enter nor send someone else, but
searching for the children is outside of his
control and his will.
The sorcerer gathered us in his cottage — us six
trackers, an unusual group. Slavic people are
strong, brave, and above all, persistent. They
can endure any trouble, even more than could
be expected from an ordinary man. Cruel life,
cruel climate: Slavs are used to everything,
and I expected that the sorcerer group would
be made of the best young and experienced
warriors, but there are no warriors in this
group aside from myself (if I can call myself
one). The fact that I am Nameless gives me an
advantage. The sorcerer says that for magic to
work, it needs to be guided by the name of the
one you want it to work on. As I don’t know
my name, it is unlikely that the evil creatures
from the forest can use their magic to hurt
me. Here we go….
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ŽIVA
D

oubt is a shadow of faith, or is it the other
way around? All in all, it is impossible
to separate them. Why did the sorcerer send
for her? There is no answer to that question,
or to the many others questions that were
wandering around her head. Children in
the forest, Radgost, creatures, search…
Everything echoed, like in some ritual that
needs to be completed in order to climb
one step up the ladder. She’d already been
through so many trials. They begun when
she was very young. She received the burden,
or perhaps a gift, of extraordinary beauty at
birth (it was so obvious that everybody would
become speechless around her). This eased
her decision to become a priestess. That was
not the only gift from the gods: the body was
not only beautiful, but it listened obediently.
She did everything with ease, whether it was
strength or precision which was needed,
everything from knitting to archery. And on
top of all that, her mind could not get calm.
It was not just the mind but the ability to see
things differently and in so many ways. And
doing so with very little sleep, just enough
to renew her strength. A combination of
all these things caused her to develop with
unbelievable speed, which was not always
good. Everything became clearer and calmer
under the guidance of the sorcerer. And now
he has included her in the group that will start
the search for children.

·
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VITALIJ

W

hen I turned 10, my dad took me
hunting for the first time. I only had a
small spear and nothing else. I told my dad I
smelled a wild boar. My dad told me that my
expectations were high and that we would go
where smell led me just to prove that there
was no wild boar and nothing but some
partridges. After a half an hour walk, I heard
a spatter and told my dad. Dad said I was
being silly. After a while, when I noticed the
spatter again while drinking from a spring,
I asked dad to wait. I was sneaking behind
the bushes, and when I got close enough, I
threw the spear and hit it. While the spear
did not kill the wild boar, it made it scream
loudly and run toward me! I climbed up the
tree quickly and saw dad running. The wild
boar hit the tree to knock me out of it, but
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dad came from behind, put a spear through
the boar with full force, and killed it. I had to
run to the village to call for help as the boar
was so heavy that dad and I could not carry
it to the village on our own. When we finally
got back, we had a feast by the fire, while dad
and I told our stories. In all this time I have
not met anyone who could follow traces with
the nose of a wolf and eyes of an eagle. It was
clear: I was the best huntsman far and wide.
When I turned 14, I was walking by the river
when I saw an old boatbuilder. I went up to
him and asked him to teach me his trade. He
said: “Of course son, I was looking for some
time now for someone who would replace me
as the village’s boatbuilder, but you have to
know, son, that this job is not for everyone. I
have tried to teach many, but no one managed
to make boats well enough to become a boat
captain. However, I see the determination in
you, talent, and desire, and I hope that when
I’m no longer around, you will replace me
properly.” And so, I had been learning the
trade for half a year when the old boatbuilder
said: “If anybody is going to properly replace
me, that is going to be you. You just need to
practice some more, and you will become the
village’s boat maker as soon I will no longer
be able to make boats.” The sorcerer chose
me for my hunting skills, but I feel guilty that
children are in the forest. I should’ve fixed the
stake further into the ground.
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RATIBOR
I

felt the shadow of Morana 25 times. Seven
times it was her cold hand that called me.
Most of my friends responded to her calls.
With the mercy of my good fortune, she bypassed me, for now. I welcomed eight sons and
five daughters, now even my grandchildren
have children of their own. The longevity that
I was blessed with is a curse too.
I saw many friends and enemies go to the
other side. As a warrior, husband, father,
and later as elder, grandpa, and great
grandfather, I witnessed and participated in
human, less human, and completely inhuman
endeavors… War, drought, winters, illnesses,
festivities, births, celebrations, fruitful years,
I welcomed them and sent all of them off. It’s
been for three winters and three summers
that I’ve been fading away; experience does
not have a place to grow into anymore. At
least I thought so, that there is nothing that
can be new to these ears and eyes. Laying still
on a pear tree close to the village, I watched
many days and few nights passing by. I’ve
disappointed hungry vultures a few times,
persistent and stupid birds, and the little
red robin who thought that my beard was
a good place to nest. It appears that I haven’t
moved much. Ratibor, is that my name, or was
that my name before? Well, here comes the
sorcerer to remind Ratibor of who he is. I’m
full of joy as we walk towards the forest. I fear
for the kids, but at the same time, I’m happy
for myself. Our humankind and destiny are
very strange. What we once feared fills us with
joy now, and what fills us with joy now can
sadden us tomorrow. Let’s begin...
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APPENDIX II

Creatures in
the Forest of Radgost

1

4

7

WRAITH

Omaja

THE WITCH

10 VILAS

MORA

2

SNAKE

Wolves

6

PSOGLAV

poljevoj

9

RUSALKAS

5

8

3

11 TALASON
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12 VODENJAK

13 GIANTS

14 FOREST MOTHER

15 BESOMAR

16 TODORCI

17 Lesnik

18 AŽDAJA

19 ALA

20 ZMAJ

21 radgost

COMPANION

COMPANION

COMPANION

BIBERČE
(Sir Peppercorn)

Rarog

Zduhač

Pronunciation of
the creatures names

COMPANION

Međedović
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APPENDIX III

Locations in
the Forest of Radgost
The game will sometimes point you to different places in the forest, which will be marked
on the map. Those places are magical, and you can also see all of them clearly marked on the
illustration below.
If an effect in the game requires you to move to a location on the map, it will tell you the
number of the location. Move your figure as close to that location as possible, but not on top
of a mythical creature.
Locations that are marked green have been magical places in beliefs held with old Slavic people.
Locations that are marked as blue are the result of fiction and imagination of the game authors.

3.Mainland crossroad

11. Cabin of Psoglav

1. Village

8. Fairy ring

2. Movement fileds

Crushed boat remains
7. Small Bridge

9. Gradište
12. Rusalka's meadow
7a. Watermill Bridge

5. Here are the children

4. Water crossroads
6. Watermill
10. Cave

15. Poljevoj's field

16. Entrance to magical place

13. Omaja's crossroad

14. Bear's path
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1. Village
2. Movement fields. Circular fields placed on
the path. Fields are used to mark the position
of the character figure according to the number
and direction on the thrown dice.
3. Mainland crossroads. Circular fields located where paths cross each other are called
mainland crossroads.
In this game: The place where creature tokens
and figures will be placed, and where an encounter with them can happen.
In Slavic tales and mythology: Crossroads are
magical and mystical places where you can
encounter creatures and unholy forces. Crossroads were chosen for graves for bandits and
people who committed suicide, and were a
place for the dead not for the living.
4. Water crossroads. Circular fields located
where paths end at water are called water
crossroads.
In this game: The place where water-related
creatures, such as Vodenjak and Rusalkas, will
be placed, and where an encounter with them
can happen.
5. The field where the children exited from
the boat.
6. Watermill. An abandoned watermill, and
the area surrounding it, are mystical places.
In this game: The watermill can be home to
Talason (creature no. 11) and other mythical
creatures and will play an important part in
some scenarios.
Talasons are invisible to people, a nonphysical
creature. According to Slavic stories, Talason
is like a shadow of unclear contours with a big
mouth and eyes. The only purpose of Talason
is to keep and protect the building that his
shadow is built into while he was human.
In Slavic tales and mythology: A watermill is
very useful, but at the same time a very dangerous place for humans — a site where corn
was transformed to flour by day and where evil
creatures gathered by night. A place where different magic and horrible events can happen.
There was the belief that even the water around
the watermill had magical properties. This is an
especially dangerous place to spend the night.
7-7a. Bridges:
Small Bridge and Watermill Bridge
In this game: Bridges can be home to Talason
(creature no. 11) and are the place of many
other magical encounters and scenarios.
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In Slavic tales and mythology: Magical sites
that are protected and inhabited with various
perilous creatures in the night. A bridge binds
two banks, but it some Slavic myths it also
connects the land of the living with the land
of the dead (that bridge would be guarded by
a dragon).
8. Fairy ring
In this game: A place of some magic encounters
and scenarios with Vilas.
In Slavic tales and mythology: Fairy rings are
sites where fairies gather and dance and sing.
Usually located in some deep forest and at a
distance from any humans. Fairy rings are dangerous places for humans, best avoided. People
who trespass into forbidden territory will be
punished for it.
9. Gradište
In this game: This location is a deserted holy
place. People used it to offer sacrifice to gods before mythical creatures inhabited the forest and
before it became a forbidden place for humans.
However, it is also a place where some magical
encounters and scenarios will be resolved.
In Slavic mythology: A place where sacrifice
has been offered to gods and important matters for the community have been discussed
and resolved.
10. Cave
In this game: A place where giants and dragon
live, and a location for some scenarios.
In Slavic tales and mythology: Caves can have
secret passages, and doors can hide treasures
and doorways to the underworld.
11. Cabin of Psoglav
In this game: A place of residence of Psoglav
and the location for some scenarios.
In Slavic tales: Simple cabin in which Psoglav
lives. It is also where he will usually bring
victims to cook and eat them.
12. Rusalka’s meadow;
13. Omaja’s crossroad;
14. Bear’s path;
15. Poljevoj’s field;
16. Entrance to a magical place: Each stone
field with glagolitic lettering is an entrance
to a mythical place.
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Overlay cards
Overlay cards are tiles that will enliven the forest map. You will be instructed when to place a
card over the mythical location. Some of the cards have a QR code containing links to audio
files connected with that place on the map. You may play the audio to enrich your gameplay
experience. No game instructions are given in the audio files so this is entirely optional.
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